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ABSTRACT 
We propose a nonparametric estimator and a nonparametric test for Granger causality measures that quantify 
linear and nonlinear Granger causality in distribution between random variables. We first show how to write 
the Granger causality measures in terms of copula densities. We suggest a consistent estimator for these 
causality measures based on nonparametric estimators of copula densities. Further, we prove that the 
nonparametric estimators are asymptotically normally distributed and we discuss the validity of a local 
smoothed bootstrap that we use in finite sample settings to compute a bootstrap bias-corrected estimator 
and test for our causality measures. A simulation study reveals that the bias-corrected bootstrap estimator of 
causality measures behaves well and the corresponding test has quite good finite sample size and power 
properties for a variety of typical data generating processes and different sample sizes. Finally, we illustrate the 
practical relevance of nonparametric causality measures by quantifying the Granger causality between 
S&P500 Index returns and many exchange rates (US/Canada, US/UK and US/Japen exchange rates). 
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1 Introduction
As pointed out by Geweke (1982), much research has been devoted to building and applying tests of non-
causality. However, once we have concluded that a “causal relation” (in the sense of Granger) is present, it is
usually important to assess the strength of the relationship [see also Dufour and Taamouti (2010)]. Few papers
have been proposed to measure the causality between random variables. Further, though the concept of causality
is naturally defined in terms of conditional distributions, the estimation of the existing causality measures has
been done using parametric mean regression models in which the causal link between the variables of interest is
linear. Consequently, one simply cannot use the latter estimated measures to quantify the strength of high-order
moment causalities and nonlinear causalities. The present paper aims to propose a nonparametric estimator
and a nonparametric test for Granger causality measures. The proposed approach is model-free and allows to
quantify linear and nonlinear and low and high-order moments causalities.
The concept of causality introduced by Wiener (1956) and Granger (1969) constitutes a basic notion for
studying dynamic relationships between time series. This concept is defined in terms of predictability at horizon
one of a (vector) variable Y from its own past, the past of another (vector) variable Z, and possibly a vector
X of auxiliary variables. The theory of Wiener-Granger causality has generated a considerable literature; for
reviews, see Pierce and Haugh (1977), Newbold (1982), Geweke (1984a), Lu¨tkepohl (1991), Boudjellaba, Dufour,
and Roy (1992), Boudjellaba, Dufour, and Roy (1994), Gourie´roux and Monfort (1997, Chapter 10), and Dufour
and Taamouti (2010).
Wiener-Granger analysis distinguishes between three basic types of causality: from Y to Z, from Z to Y , and
instantaneous causality. In practice, it is possible that all three causality relations coexist, hence the importance
of finding means to quantify their degree. Unfortunately, causality tests fail to accomplish this task, because
they only provide evidence on the presence of causality. A large effect may not be statistically significant (at
a given level), and a statistically significant effect may not be “large” from an economic viewpoint (or more
generally from the viewpoint of the subject at hand) or relevant for decision making. Thus, as emphasized by
McCloskey and Ziliak (1996), it is crucial to distinguish between the numerical value of a parameter and its
statistical significance.
In studying Wiener-Granger causality, predictability is the central issue. So, beyond accepting or rejecting
non-causality hypotheses – which state that certain variables do not help forecasting other variables – we wish
to assess the magnitude of the forecast improvement, where the latter is defined in terms of some loss function
(Kullback distance). Even if the hypothesis of no improvement (non-causality) cannot be rejected from looking
at the available data (for example, because the sample size or the structure of the process does allow for high
test power), sizeable improvements may remain consistent with the same data. Or, by contrast, a statistically
significant improvement – which may easily be produced by a large data set - may not be relevant from a practical
viewpoint.
The topic of measuring the causality has attracted much less attention. Geweke (1982) and Geweke (1984b)
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introduced measures of causality based on mean-square forecast errors. Gourie´roux, Monfort, and Renault
(1987) proposed causality measures based on the Kullback information criterion and provided a parametric
estimation for their measures. Polasek (1994) showed how causality measures can be computed using the Akaike
Information Criterion (AIC). Polasek (2002) also introduced new causality measures in the context of univariate
and multivariate ARCHmodels and their extensions based on a Bayesian approach. Finally, Dufour and Taamouti
(2010) proposed a short and long run causality measures. The estimation of the above causality measures has
been done in the context of parametric mean regression models; or under normality assumption. However, it is
well known that the misspecification of the parametric model may affect the structure of the causality between
the random variables of interest. Further, the dependence in the mean-regression model is only due to the mean
dependence, thus this ignores the dependence in high-order moments. Finally, as shown in many theoretical and
empirical papers, several “causal relations” are nonlinear; see for example Gabaix, Gopikrishnan, V. Plerou, and
Stanley (2003), Hiemstra and Jones (1994), Bouezmarni, Rombouts, and Taamouti (2011) and Bouezmarni, Roy,
and Taamouti (2010) among others. Consequently, the above estimation methods of causality measures can not
be applied to quantify, for example, the strength of nonlinear causalities.
Here we propose a nonparametric estimator for Granger causality measures. The latter are initially defined
in terms of conditional densities, thus they can capture and quantify linear and nonlinear causalities and the
causalities due to both low and high-order moments. The nonparametric estimation method is model-free, and
therefore it does not require the specification of the model relating the variable of interest. We first rewrite the
theoretical Granger causality measures in terms of copula densities, which allow us to disentangle the dependence
structure from the marginal distributions. Thereafter, the causality measures are estimated by replacing the
unknown copula densities by their nonparametric estimates, which give full weight to the data. We use the
Bernstein copula density to estimate nonparametrically the copula densities. For i.i.d. data, Sancetta and
Satchell (2004) show that under some regularity conditions, any copula can be represented by a Bernstein
copula. Bouezmarni, Rombouts, and Taamouti (2010) provide asymptotic properties of the Bernstein copula
density estimator using dependent data. The nonparametric Bernstein copula density estimates are guaranteed
to be non-negative and therefore we avoid potential problems with the function of measurement, in this case the
logarithmic function in the Kullback distance. Furthermore, there is no boundary bias problem when we use
the copula density estimator, because, by smoothing with beta densities, the Bernstein copula density does not
assign weight outside its support.
To construct tests for Granger causality measures, we show that the nonparametric estimator of the latter
is asymptotically normally distributed. To achieve this result, we subtract some bias terms from the Kullback
distance between the copula densities and then rescale by the proper variance. Furthermore, we discuss the
validity of the local smoothed bootstrap that we use in finite sample settings to compute a bootstrap bias-
corrected estimator and test for the Granger causality measures. A simulation study reveals that the bootstrap
bias-corrected estimator of causality measures is quite good and the test has good finite sample size and power
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properties for a variety of typical data generating processes and different sample sizes. The empirical importance
of measuring high-order and nonlinear causalities is illustrated. Thus, in an empirical application we quantify
the causality between S&P500 Index returns and many exchange rates (US/Canada, US/UK and US/Japen
exchange rates). We find that both exchange rates and stock prices could have a significant impact on each
other. We also find that the impacts of stock returns on exchange rates are much stronger than the impacts of
exchange rates on stock returns.
The plan of the paper is as follows. Section 2 provides the motivation for considering a nonparametric causality
measures. Sections 3 and 4 present the general theoretical framework which underlie the definitions of causality
measures using probability and copula density functions. In Section 5, we introduce a consistent nonparametric
estimator of causality measures, in the context of univariate random variables, based on Bernstein polynomial,
and we establish the asymptotic distribution of the nonparametric estimator and discuss the asymptotic validity
of a local bootstrap finite sample test. In Section 6 we extend the above results to the case where the random
variables of interest are multivariate. In Section 7, we propose a bootstrap bias-corrected estimator of causality
measures and provide a simulation exercise to evaluate the bias-correction and investigate the finite sample
properties (size and power) of local bootstrap-based test for causality measure. Section 8 is devoted to an
empirical application and the conclusion relating to the results is given in Section 9. Proofs appear in the
Appendix 10.
2 Motivation
The causality measures that we consider here constitute a generalization of those developed by Geweke (1982),
Geweke (1984b) and others. The existing measures quantify the effect of one variable Y on another variable X
assuming that the regression function linking the two variables of interest is known and is linear. These measures
focus on quantifying the causality in mean and ignore the causality in high-order moments and in distribution.
The significance of such measures is limited in the presence of unknown regression functions and in the presence
of nonlinear and high-order moment causalities. We propose measures of Granger causality between random
variables based on copula densities. Such measures detect and quantify the causalities in high-order moments
and in distribution. To see the importance of such causality measures, consider the following examples.
Example 1 Suppose we have two variables X and Y . Assume that the joint process (X, Y )′ follows a stationary
VAR(1) model: ⎡
⎣ Xt+1
Yt+1
⎤
⎦=
⎡
⎣ 0.5 0.0
0.4 0.35
⎤
⎦
⎡
⎣ Xt
Yt
⎤
⎦+
⎡
⎣ εXt+1
εYt+1
⎤
⎦
︸ ︷︷ ︸
εt+1
, (1)
where
εt+1 | Xt, Yt ∼ N
⎛
⎝
⎛
⎝ 0
0
⎞
⎠ ,
⎡
⎣ σ2X,t 0
0 σ2y
⎤
⎦
⎞
⎠
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with
σ2X,t = 0.01 + 0.5Y
2
t + 0.25X
2
t .
Since the coefficient of Yt in the first equation of (1) is zero, we can conclude that Y does not Granger cause X
in the mean. However, if consider the causality in the variance we have
V (Xt+1 | Xt, Yt) = 0.01 + 0.5Y 2t + 0.25X2t ,
where now Y Granger causes X in the variance. This example corresponds to the case where the causality in
the variance does exist even if there is no causality in the mean. But, how can one measure the degree of the
causality in the variance? Existing measures do not answer this question.
Example 2 Suppose now X is given by the following process:
Xt+1 = μX + 0.5Xt + ε
X
t+1,
where the error term εXt+1 follows Le´vy skew stable probability distribution defined by the Fourier transform of its
characteristic function ϕ(u) :
εXt+1 | Xt, Yt ∼ f
(
εXt+1, 1, βt, 1, 0
)
=
1
2π
+∞∫
−∞
ϕ(u)e−iuε
X
t+1du,
where
ϕ(u) = exp
[
− | u |
(
1 + i
2βt sgn(u)
π
log (u)
)]
,
and sgn(u) is the sign of u and βt is the time-varying skewness that depends on Y :
βt = λ+ ρYt.
In this model, Y does not affect the mean and variance of X, but it does affect its skewness. Again, how can one
measure the degree of the causality in skewness? Existing measures do not answer this question.
3 Granger causality measures
Let
{
(Xt, Yt) ∈ R× R ≡ R2, t = 0, ..., T
}
be a sample of stationary stochastic process in R2, with joint distribu-
tion function FXY and density function fXY . For simplicity of exposition, here we consider the case of univariate
Markov processes of order one. Later, see Section (6), we extend our results to the case where the variables of
interest X and Y are multivariate Markov processes of order p, for p ≥ 1.
For (Xt, Yt) a Markov process of order one, using the results from Gourie´roux, Monfort, and Renault (1987),
we define the following measure of Granger causality from X to Y :
C(X → Y ) = E
{
log
(
f (Yt | Yt−1,Xt−1)
f (Yt | Yt−1)
)}
. (2)
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Important properties of this measures include: (1) it is nonnegative, and (2) it cancels only when there is no
causality. The latter property means that the following null hypothesis of Granger non-causality from X to Y ,
Hx→y0 : f(yt | xt−1, yt−1) = f(yt | yt−1), 1 ≤ t ≤ T, (3)
is equivalent to C(X → Y ) = 0. Thus, the measure C(X → Y ) defines a “distance” between left and right
hand sides of the null hypothesis Hx→y0 . Consequently, higher values of measure indicate larger causality in
distribution from X to Y . Similarly, a measure of Granger causality from Y to X is defined by:
C(Y → X) = E
{
log
(
f (Xt | Xt−1, Yt−1)
f (Xt | Xt−1)
)}
, (4)
and the following null hypothesis of Granger non-causality from Y to X
Hy→x0 : f(xt | yt−1, xt−1) = f(xt | xt−1), 1 ≤ t ≤ T (5)
is equivalent to C(Y → X) = 0.
Finally, the instantaneous Granger causality between Y and X can also be characterized in terms of probabil-
ity density functions. Thus, the instantaneous Granger non-causality is characterized by the following equivalent
null hypotheses:
Hx↔y0 : f(yt | xt, xt−1, yt−1) = f(yt | xt−1, yt−1), 1 ≤ t ≤ T,
Hx↔y0 : f(xt | yt, xt−1, yt−1) = f(xt | xt−1, yt−1), 1 ≤ t ≤ T, (6)
Hx↔y0 : f(yt, xt | xt−1, yt−1) = f(yt | xt−1, yt−1)f(xt | xt−1, yt−1), 1 ≤ t ≤ T.
Based on the previous null hypotheses, the instantaneous Granger causality between Y and X can be quantified
using one of the following equivalent measures:
C(Y ←→ X) = E
{
log
(
f(Yt|Xt,Xt−1,Yt−1)
f(Yt|Xt−1,Yt−1)
)}
= E
{
log
(
f(Xt|Yt,Xt−1,Yt−1)
f(Xt|Xt−1,Yt−1)
)}
= E
{
log
(
f(Yt,Xt|Xt−1,Yt−1)
f(Yt|Xt−1,Yt−1)f(Xt|Xt−1,Yt−1)
)}
(7)
Further, observe that:
C(X → Y ) + C(Y → X) + C(Y ←→ X) = C(Y, X) = E
{
log
(
f(Yt,Xt | Xt−1, Yt−1)
f (Xt | Xt−1) f (Yt | Yt−1)
)}
, (8)
where the right-hand side of the equation (8) defines a measure of conditional dependence between Y and X,
denoted by C(Y, X). The measure of dependence C(Y, X) decomposes the dependence between Y and X to
measures of feedbacks from X to Y (C(X → Y )) and from Y to X (C(Y → X)) and a measure of instantaneous
Granger causality between Y and X (C(Y ←→ X)). It will also enable one to check whether the processes Y
and X must be considered together or whether they can be treated separately.
5
4 Copula-based Granger causality measures
Here we show that the above causality measures can be rewritten in terms of copula densities. This will allow us
to keep only the terms that involve the dependence among the random variables. Further, using copula density
rather than probability density has the benefits discussed in the introduction.
It is well known from Sklar (1959) that the distribution function of any joint process (U, V,W ) ∈ R× R×R
can be expressed via a copula
F (u, v, w) = C (FU (u), F V (v), FW (w)) , (9)
where FQ(.), forQ = U, V,W, is the marginal distribution function of random variableQ, and C (FU (.), F V (.), FW (.))
is a copula function defined on [0, 1]3 which captures the dependence of (U, V,W ). If we derive Equation (9) with
respect to (u, v, w), we obtain the density function of the joint process (U, V,W ) which can be expressed as
f(u, v, w) = fU (u)× fV (v)× fW (w) × c (FU (u), F V (v), FW (w)) , (10)
where fQ(.), for Q = U, V,W, is the marginal density of random variable Q and c (FU (.), F V (.), FW (.)) is a
copula density defined on [0, 1]3 of (U, V,W ). Using Equation (10), the causality measure defined in (2) can be
rewritten in terms of copula densities as follows:
Cc(X → Y ) = E
{
log
(
c
(
F Yt(Yt), F Yt−1(Yt−1), FXt−1(Xt−1)
)
c
(
F Yt−1(Yt−1), FXt−1(Xt−1)
)
c
(
F Yt(Yt), FXt−1(Xt−1)
))} , (11)
where c
(
F Yt(.), F Yt−1(.), FXt−1(.)
)
, c
(
F Yt−1(.), FXt−1(.)
)
and c
(
F Yt(.), FXt−1(.)
)
are the copula densities of the
joint processes (Yt, Yt−1,Xt−1), (Yt−1,Xt−1), and (Yt,Xt−1), respectively. We can, in a similar way, rewrite
the causality measure, say Cc(Y → X), in (4) in terms of copula densities c (FXt(.), FXt−1(.), F Yt−1(.)) ,
c
(
FXt−1(.), F Yt−1(.)
)
and c
(
FXt(.), F Yt−1(.)
)
.
Finally, the first measure of the instantaneous Granger causality between X and Y which is defined in (7)
can be rewritten in terms of copula densities as follows:
Cc(X ↔ Y ) = E
{
log
(
c
(
F Yt(Yt), FXt(Xt), F Yt−1(Yt−1), FXt−1(Xt−1)
)
c
(
F Yt−1(Yt−1), FXt−1(Xt−1)
)
c
(
FXt(Xt), FXt−1(Xt−1), F Yt−1(Yt−1)
)
c
(
F Yt(Yt), FXt−1(Xt−1), F Yt−1(Yt−1)
))} ,
(12)
where c
(
F Yt(Yt), FXt(Xt), F Yt−1(Yt−1), FXt−1(Xt−1)
)
, c
(
FXt(Xt), FXt−1(Xt−1), F Yt−1(Yt−1)
)
and c
(
F Yt(Yt), FXt−1(Xt−1), F Yt−1(Yt−1)
)
are the copula densities of the joint processes (Yt,Xt,Yt−1,Xt−1),
(Xt,Xt−1, Yt−1), and (Yt,Xt−1, Yt−1), respectively. We can, in a similar way, rewrite the last two instantaneous
Granger causality measures in (7) in terms of copula densities.
5 Estimation and inference for copula-based Granger causality measures
Since we are interested in time series data, we need to specify the dependence in the processes of interest. In
what follows, we consider β-mixing dependent random variables. The β-mixing condition is required to show
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the asymptotic normality of nonparametric estimator of Granger causality measures [see Tenreiro (1997) and
Fan and Li (1999)]. However, as we will show later, the consistency of the nonparametric estimators of causality
measures can be established under α-mixing condition. To prove the consistency and establish its asymptotic
normality, we apply the results from Bouezmarni, Rombouts, and Taamouti (2010).
5.1 Estimation
In section 4 we have shown that the Granger causality measures can be rewritten in terms of copula densities.
These measures can be estimated by replacing the unknown copula densities by their nonparametric estimates
from a finite sample. Hereafter, we focus on the estimation of Granger causality measure fromX to Y, Cc(X → Y ),
defined in (11). However, we can in a similar way define estimators of measures of Granger causality from Y to
X and of the instantaneous Granger causality between X and Y defined in (12).
To estimate Cc(X → Y ) in (11), we first need to estimate the copula densities c
(
F Yt(.), F Yt−1(.), FXt−1(.)
)
,
c
(
F Yt−1(.), FXt−1(.)
)
and c
(
F Yt(.), FXt−1(.)
)
. The latter can be estimated using the Bernstein copula density
estimators studied by Bouezmarni, Rombouts, and Taamouti (2010) for time series and defined below. We first
set the following additional notations. We denote by
Gt = (Gt1, Gt2, Gt3) = (F Yt(Yt), F Yt−1(Yt−1), FXt−1(Xt−1))
and its empirical analog
Gˆt = (Gˆt1, Gˆt2, Gˆt3) = (F Yt,T (Yt), F Yt−1,T (Yt−1), FXt−1,T (Xt−1)),
where F Yt,T (.), F Yt−1,T (.), and FXt−1,T (.) with subscript T is to indicate the empirical analog of the dis-
tribution functions F Yt(.), F Yt−1(.), and FXt−1(.), respectively. The Bernstein copula density estimator of
c
(
F Yt(.), F Yt−1(.), FXt−1(.)
)
at a given value g = (g1, g2, g3) is defined by
cˆ(g1, g2, g3) = cˆ(g) =
1
T
T∑
t=1
Kk(g, Gˆt), (13)
where
Kk(g, Gˆt) = k
3
k−1∑
k1=0
k−1∑
k2=0
k−1∑
k3=0
AGˆt,k
3∏
j=1
pkj(gj),
the integer k represents the bandwidth parameter, pkj(gj) is the binomial distribution
pkj(gj) =
⎛
⎝ k − 1
kj
⎞
⎠ gkjj (1− gj)k−kj−1, for kj = 0, · · · , k − 1,
and AGˆt,k is an indicator function
AGˆt,k = 1{Gˆt∈Bk}, with Bk =
[
k1
k
,
k1 + 1
k
]
×
[
k2
k
,
k2 + 1
k
]
×
[
k3
k
,
k3 + 1
k
]
.
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The Bernstein estimators cˆ
(
F Yt−1(.), FXt−1(.)
)
and cˆ
(
F Yt(.), FXt−1(.)
)
of c
(
F Yt−1(.), FXt−1(.)
)
and c
(
F Yt(.), FXt−1(.)
)
,
respectively, are defined in a similar way like cˆ
(
F Yt(.), F Yt−1(.), FXt−1(.)
)
. Observe that the kernel Kk(g, Gˆt)
can be rewritten as
Kk(g, Gˆt) =
k−1∑
k1=0
k−1∑
k2=0
k−1∑
k3=0
AGˆt,k
3∏
j=1
B(gj, kj + 1, k − kj),
where B(gj , kj+1, k−kj) is a beta density with shape parameters kj+1 and k−kj evaluated at gj . Observe that
Kk(g, Gˆt) can be viewed as a smoother of the empirical density estimator by beta densities. The Bernstein copula
density estimator in (13) is easy to implement, non-negative, integrates to one and is free from the boundary bias
problem which often occurs with conventional nonparametric kernel estimators. Bouezmarni, Rombouts, and
Taamouti (2010) establish the asymptotic bias, variance and the uniform almost convergence of Bernstein copula
density estimator for α-mixing data. These properties are needed to prove the consistency and the asymptotic
normality of the estimators of Granger causality measures. Notice that some other nonparametric copula density
estimators are proposed in the literature. For example, Gijbels and Mielniczuk (1990) suggest nonparametric
kernel methods and use the reflection method to overcome the boundary bias problem, and more recently Chen
and Huang (2007) use the local linear estimator. Fermanian and Scaillet (2003) derive the asymptotic properties
of kernel estimators of nonparametric copulas and their derivatives in the context of time series data.
Thus, based on the previous nonparametric estimators of copula densities, an estimator of Granger causality
measure Cc(X → Y ) is given by:
Cˆc(X → Y ) = 1
T
T∑
t=1
{
log
(
cˆ
(
F Yt,T (Yt), F Yt−1,T (Yt−1), FXt−1,T (Xt−1)
)
cˆ
(
F Yt−1,T (Yt−1), FXt−1,T (Xt−1)
)
cˆ
(
F Yt,T (Yt), FXt−1,T (Xt−1)
))} . (14)
The most basic property that the above estimator Cˆc(X → Y ) should have is consistency. To prove consistency,
some regularity assumptions are needed. We consider a set of standard assumptions on the stochastic process
and bandwidth parameter of the Bernstein copula density estimator.
Assumptions on the stochastic process
(A1.1)
{
(Yt,Xt) ∈ R× R ≡ R2, t ≥ 0
}
, is a strictly stationary β-mixing process with coefficient βl = O(ρ
l),
for some 0 < ρ < 1.
(A1.2) Gt has a copula function C
(
F Yt(.), F Yt−1(.), FXt−1(.)
)
and copula density c
(
F Yt(.), F Yt−1(.), FXt−1(.)
)
.
We assume that the latter is twice continuously differentiable on (0, 1)3 and bounded away from zero and
bounded above.
Assumptions on the bandwidth parameter
(A1.3) We assume that for k → ∞, T k−7/2 → 0 and T−1/2k3/4 ln(T ) → 0.
Assumption (A1.1) is satisfied by many processes such as ARMA and ARCH processes as documented for
example by Carrasco and Chen (2002) and Meitz and Saikkonen (2002). In Assumption (A1.2), the second
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differentiability of c
(
F Yt(.), F Yt−1(.), FXt−1(.)
)
is required by Bouezmarni, Rombouts, and Taamouti (2010) in
order to calculate the bias of the Bernstein copula estimator. Assumption (A1.3) is needed to cancel out some
bias terms and for the almost sure convergence of the Bernstein copula estimator. The bandwidth parameter k
plays the inverse role compared to that of the standard nonparametric kernel, that is a large value of k reduces
the bias but increases the variance. We now state the consistency of the nonparametric estimator Cˆc(X → Y )
in (14).
Proposition 1 Under Assumptions (A1.1)-(A1.3), the estimator Cˆc(X → Y ) defined in (14) converges in
probability to Cc(X → Y ).
The proof of Proposition 1 can be found in Appendix 10. In the next section we establish the asymptotic
distribution (normality) of nonparametric estimator Cˆc(X → Y ). This will allow us to construct tests and
confidence intervals for our Granger causality measures.
5.2 Inference
Obviously, the measures proposed in the previous sections can be used to test for the Granger non-causality
between random variables. Hereafter, the null hypothesis of interest is given by:
H0 : C
c(X → Y ) = 0.
In this section, we provide the asymptotic normality of the nonparametric estimator of Granger causality measures
under the above null hypothesis. We also establish the consistency of the test statistic based on the proposed
estimator of Granger causality measure. Again, here we focus on the measure of Granger causality from X to
Y defined in (11), but similar results can be obtained for the measures of Granger causality from Y to X and of
the instantaneous Granger causality between X and Y .
Under some regular conditions [see assumptions (A1.1)-(A1.3)], the following theorem provides the asymp-
totic normality of nonparametric estimator Cˆc(X → Y ) defined in (14) under the previous null hypothesis H0
[see the proof of Theorem 1 in Appendix 10].
Theorem 1 Under assumptions (A1.1)-(A1.3) and H0, we have
TBE = T k−3/2
(
2Cˆc(X → Y )− T−1 k3/2ξ
)
/σ
d→ N (0, 1),
where σ =
√
2 (π/4)3/2 and
ξ = −π
3/2
8
+
π
2
k−1/2 − k−1(π1/2 − 1).
To prove the above Theorem 1, we follow the proof of Theorem 1 in Bouezmarni, Rombouts, and Taamouti
(2011). However, it is important to notice that the bias terms, B1, B2 and B3 in Theorem 1 of Bouezmarni,
Rombouts, and Taamouti (2011) are estimated, whereas in the present paper these terms are calculated exactly.
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For a given significance level α, we reject the null hypothesis H0 when TBE > zα, where zα is the critical value
from the standard normal distribution. To test H0, we also suggest to use the smoothed bootstrap proposed by
Paparoditis and Politis (2000). The validity of a smoothed bootstrap that corresponds to a test statistic which is
similar to our test statistic TBE is established in Bouezmarni, Rombouts, and Taamouti (2011) [see Proposition
3 of Bouezmarni, Rombouts, and Taamouti (2011)]. Under regular assumptions on the bootstrap kernel and the
bandwidth parameter, we can show that TBE∗ d→ N (0, 1), where TBE∗ is the smoothed bootstrap version of
TBE.
Now, we have to mention that the derivation of Theorem 1 requires the boundedness of the copula density
in Assumption A1.2. It is true that many common families of copula are unbounded at the corners, Clayton,
Gumbel, Gaussian and the Student being important examples. However, we can follow Bouezmarni, Rombouts,
and Taamouti (2011) to show that the result in Theorem 1 is still valid for unbounded copula densities, if the
following condition is fulfilled:
c(g1, g2, g3) = O
⎛
⎝ 1√∏3
j=1 gj(1− gj)
⎞
⎠ , (15)
where c(g1, g2, g3) is the copula density function that corresponds to the process (Yt, Yt−1,Xt−1). The condition
(15) is satisfied by many common copula densities, see for example Omelka, Gijbels, and Veraverbek (2009).
Finally, the following proposition establishes the consistency of the test statistic TBE defined in Theorem 1
[see the proof of Proposition 2 in Appendix 10].
Proposition 2 If Assumptions (A1.1)-(A1.3) hold, then the test defined in Theorem 1 is consistent for any
copula c (u, v, w) , c (u, v) and c (u,w) such that:∫
log
{
c(u, v, w)
c(u, v)c(u,w)
}
dC(u, v, w) > 0,
where c (u, v, w) , c (u, v) and c (u,w) are the copula densities of the joint processes (Yt, Yt−1,Xt−1), (Yt−1,Xt−1),
and (Yt,Xt−1), respectively, and C(u, v, w) is the copula function of the process (Yt, Yt−1,Xt−1).
6 Extension: High dimensional random variables
Now let
{
(Xt, Yt) ∈ Rd1 × Rd2≡ Rd, t = 0, ..., T
}
be a sample of stationary stochastic process in Rd, where d =
d1 + d2, with joint distribution function FXY and density function fXY . For (Xt, Yt) a Markov process of order
p, the null hypothesis of Granger non-causality from vector X to vector Y is given by
HX→Y0 : f(yt | x¯t−1, y¯t−1
) = f(yt | y
¯t−1
), 1 ≤ t ≤ T, (16)
where x
¯
t−1 = {xt−s, 1 ≤ s ≤ p} , y
¯
t−1 = {yt−s, 1 ≤ s ≤ p} , for d1, d2 ≥ 1, with yt = (y1,t, . . . , yd2,t) and
xt = (x1,t, . . . , xd3,t). Similarly, the null hypothesis of Granger non-causality from vector Y to vector X is given
by
HY→X0 : f(xt | y
¯t−1
, x
¯t−1
) = f(xt | x
¯t−1
), 1 ≤ t ≤ T, (17)
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where y
¯
t−1 and x
¯
t−1 are defined above.
The instantaneous Granger causality between the vectors Y and X can also be characterized in terms of
probability density functions. Thus, the instantaneous Granger non-causality is characterized by the following
equivalent null hypotheses:
HY↔X0 : f(yt | x¯t, y¯t−1
) = f(yt | x
¯t−1
, y
¯t−1
), 1 ≤ t ≤ T,
HY↔X0 : f(xt | x¯t−1, y¯t
) = f(xt | x
¯t−1
, y
¯t−1
), 1 ≤ t ≤ T, (18)
HY↔X0 : f(yt, xt | x¯t−1, y¯t−1
) = f(yt | x
¯t−1
, y
¯t−1
)f(xt | x
¯t−1
, y
¯t−1
), 1 ≤ t ≤ T,
where now x
¯
t = {xt−s, 0 ≤ s ≤ p} and y
¯
t = {yt−s, 0 ≤ s ≤ p} .
Following Section 4 and based on the previous null hypotheses (16)-(18), we have the following definitions of
copula-based causality measures between random vectors X and Y .
Definition 1 The copula-based measure of Granger causality from vector X to vector Y is defined as
Cc(X → Y ) = E
{
log
(
c
(
F¯Y(Yt), F¯Y
¯
(Y
¯ t−1
), F¯X
¯
(X
¯ t−1
)
)
c
(
F¯Y
¯
(Y
¯ t−1
)
)
c
(
F¯Y
¯
(Y
¯ t−1
), F¯X
¯
(X
¯ t−1
)
)
c
(
F¯Y(Yt), F¯Y
¯
(Y
¯ t−1
)
))} ,
where, for simplicity of notation, we denote F¯Y
¯
(Y
¯
t−1) = (FY1(Y1,t−1), ..., FYd2 (Yd2,t−1), ...., FY1(Y1,t−p), ..., FYd2 (Yd2,t−p)),
F¯Y(Yt) = (FY1(Y1,t), ..., FYd2 (Yd2,t)) and F¯X¯
(X
¯
t−1) = (FX1(X1,t−1), ..., FXd1 (Xd1,t−1), ..., FX1(X1,t−p), ..., FXd1 (Xd1,t−p)),
with FQi(.) for Q = X,Y, is the marginal distribution function of the i-th element of the random vector Q, and
c
(
F¯Y(.), F¯Y
¯
(.), F¯X
¯
(.)
)
, c
(
F¯Y
¯
(.), F¯X
¯
(.)
)
, c
(
F¯Y(.), F¯Y
¯
(.)
)
, and c
(
F¯Y
¯
(.)
)
are the copula densities of the joint
processes (Yt, Y
¯
t−1, X
¯
t−1), (Y
¯
t−1, X
¯
t−1), and (Yt, Y
¯
t−1), Y
¯
t−1, respectively.
The copula-based measure of Granger causality from vector Y to vector X, say Cc(Y → X), can be defined in
a similar way. We now define the measure of the instantaneous Granger causality between vectors Y and X in
terms of copula densities.
Definition 2 The copula-based measure of the instantaneous Granger causality between vectors Y and X is
defined as
Cc(X ↔ Y ) = E
{
log
(
c
(
F¯ Y (Yt), F¯X(Xt), F¯X
¯
(X
¯ t−1
), F¯Y
¯
(Y
¯ t−1
)
)
c
(
F¯X
¯
(X
¯ t−1
), F¯Y
¯
(Y
¯ t−1
)
)
c
(
F¯ Y (Yt), F¯X
¯
(X
¯ t−1
), F¯Y
¯
(Y
¯ t−1
)
)
c
(
F¯X(Yt), F¯X
¯
(X
¯ t−1
), F¯Y
¯
(Y
¯ t−1
)
) )} ,
where F¯X(Xt) = (FX1(X1,t), ..., FXd1 (Xd1,t)), and F¯ Y (Yt), F¯Y¯
(Y
¯
t−1), and F¯X
¯
(X
¯
t−1) are defined in the previous
Definition (1), c
(
F¯ Y (.), F¯X(.), F¯X
¯
(.), F¯Y
¯
(.)
)
, c
(
F¯ Y (.), F¯X
¯
(.), F¯Y
¯
(.)
)
, c
(
F¯X(.), F¯X
¯
(.), F¯Y
¯
(.)
)
, and c
(
F¯X
¯
(.), F¯Y
¯
(.)
)
are the copula densities of the joint processes (Yt,Xt,X
¯
t−1,Y
¯
t−1), (Yt,X
¯
t−1,Y
¯
t−1), (Xt,X
¯
t−1,Y
¯
t−1) and (X
¯
t−1,Y
¯
t−1),
respectively.
Finally, the copula-based measure of dependence between vectors Y and X can be deduced using the identity
Cc(X,Y ) = Cc(X → Y ) + Cc(Y → X) + Cc(Y ←→ X).
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Following Section (5.1) and using the Bernstein estimators of copula densities, an estimator of Granger
causality measure from vector X to vector Y is given by:
Cˆc(X → Y ) = 1
T
T∑
t=1
⎧⎨
⎩log
⎛
⎝ cˆ
(
F¯Y,T(yt), F¯Y
¯
,T(y
¯t−1
), F¯X
¯
,T(x
¯t−1
)
)
cˆ
(
F¯Y
¯
,T(y
¯t−1
)
)
cˆ
(
F¯Y
¯
,T(y
¯t−1
), F¯X
¯
,T(x
¯t−1
)
)
cˆ
(
F¯Y,T(yt), F¯Y
¯
,T(y
¯t−1
)
)
⎞
⎠
⎫⎬
⎭ , (19)
where F¯Y,T(yt), F¯Y
¯
,T(y
¯
t−1), and F¯X
¯
,T(x
¯
t−1) with subscript T is to indicate the empirical analog of the terms
F¯Y(yt), F¯Y
¯
(y
¯
t−1), and F¯X
¯
(x
¯
t−1) defined in the above definitions (1)-(2). Again, here we focus on the Granger
causality measure from vector X to vector Y . The estimators of measures of Granger causality from vector Y to
vector X and of the instantaneous Granger causality between vectors X and Y can be defined in similar way. To
prove the consistency of the estimator Cˆc(X → Y ) in (19), similar assumptions to the ones in section (5.1) are
needed. As in Section (5), we consider a set of standard assumptions on the stochastic process and bandwidth
parameter of the Bernstein copula density estimator.
Assumptions on the stochastic process
(A2.1)
{
(Xt, Yt) ∈ Rd1 × Rd2 ≡ Rd, t ≥ 0
}
is a strictly stationary β-mixing process with coefficient βl = O(ρ
l),
for some 0 < ρ < 1.
(A2.2) Gt has a copula function C
(
F¯Y(.), F¯Y
¯
(.), F¯X
¯
(.)
)
and copula density c
(
F¯Y(.), F¯Y
¯
(.), F¯X
¯
(.)
)
. We assume
that the latter is twice continuously differentiable on (0, 1)d2+pd and bounded away from zero and bounded
above.
Assumptions on the bandwidth parameter
(A2.3) We assume that for k → ∞, T k−((d2+pd)/2)−2 → 0 and T−1/2k(d2+pd)/4 ln(T ) → 0.
A discussion of the above assumptions can be found in Section (5.1). We now state the consistency of the
nonparametric estimator Cˆc(X → Y ) in (19).
Proposition 3 Under Assumptions (A.2.1)-(A.2.3), the estimator Cˆc(X → Y ) defined in (19) converges al-
most surely to the true causality measure Cc(X → Y ).
The proof of Proposition 3 is similar to the one of Proposition 1, and thus we decided to do not include it in
the paper.
Again, our null hypothesis of interest is given by:
H0 : C
c(X → Y ) = 0.
Under the above regular conditions [see assumptions (A2.1)-(A2.3)], the following theorem provides the asymp-
totic normality of the estimator Cˆc(X → Y ) in (19) under the null H0 [see the proof of Theorem 2 in Appendix
10].
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Theorem 2 Under assumptions (A2.1)-(A2.3) and H0, we have
TBE = T k−(d2+pd)/2
(
2Cˆc(X → Y )− T−1 k(d2+pd)/2 ξ
)
/σ
d→ N (0, 1),
where σ =
√
2 (π/4)(d2+pd)/2 and
ξ = −2−(d2+pd)π(d2+pd)/2 + 2−(pd2+d2)π(pd2+d2)/2k−(pd1)/2 + 2−pdπpd/2k−d2/2 + 2(2−pd2 − 1)πpd2/2k−(pd1+d2)/2.
The proof of the asymptotic normality in the above Theorem 2 is similar to the one of Theorem 1. Hence, in
Appendix 10 we only computed the bias terms. Now, for a given significance level α, we reject the null hypothesis
H0 when TBE > zα, where zα is the critical value from the standard normal distribution. To run a test and
make our decision, we also use the smoothed bootstrap technique proposed by Paparoditis and Politis (2000).
As mentioned before, the validity of a smoothed bootstrap that corresponds to a test statistic which is similar
to our test statistic TBE is established in Bouezmarni, Rombouts, and Taamouti (2011) [see Proposition 3 of
Bouezmarni, Rombouts, and Taamouti (2011)].
7 Monte-Carlo simulations
Here we examine the finite sample bias in the nonparametric estimation of Granger causality measures and we
suggest a bootstrap bias-corrected estimator for these measures. We also investigate the finite sample properties
(size and power) of nonparametric test proposed in Theorem 1.
7.1 Estimation: Bootstrap bias-corrected estimator of Granger causality measures
The nonparametric estimators of Granger causality measures can be biased in small samples, and this may arise
from bias in copula density estimates. To correct the finite sample bias in the nonparametric estimation of
Granger causality measures we suggest to use the bootstrap technique.
7.1.1 Bootstrap bias-correction
We first use bootstrap technique to compute the small sample bias in the nonparametric estimator of Granger
causality measure proposed in Section 5.1. Thereafter, we subtract the bias term from the nonparametric estimate
to obtain a bootstrap bias-corrected estimate of Granger causality measure. Since a simple resampling from the
empirical distribution will not conserve the conditional dependence structure in the data, we suggest to use the
local smoothed bootstrap proposed by Paparoditis and Politis (2000). The method is easy to implement in the
following five steps:
(1) we draw the sample of Y
¯
∗
t−1 from a nonparametric kernel (L) estimator of the density of Y¯ t−1
;
(2) conditional on Y
¯
∗
t−1, we draw Y ∗t and X¯
∗
t−1 independently from their nonparametric kernel conditional density
estimators;
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(3) based on the bootstrap sample, we compute the Granger causality measure Cˆc∗(X → Y ):
Cˆc∗(X → Y ) = 1
T
T∑
t=1
⎧⎨
⎩log
⎛
⎝ cˆ∗
(
F¯ ∗Y,T(y∗t ), F¯ ∗Y
¯
,T(y
¯
∗
t−1), F¯
∗
X
¯
,T(x
¯
∗
t−1)
)
cˆ∗
(
F¯ ∗Y
¯
,T(y
¯
∗
t−1)
)
cˆ∗
(
F¯ ∗Y
¯
,T(y
¯
∗
t−1), F¯
∗
X
¯
,T(x
¯
∗
t−1)
)
cˆ∗
(
F¯ ∗Y,T(y∗t ), F¯ ∗Y
¯
,T(y
¯
∗
t−1)
)
⎞
⎠
⎫⎬
⎭ ,
where cˆ∗
(
F¯ ∗Y,T(.), F¯ ∗Y
¯
,T(.), F¯
∗
X
¯
,T(.)
)
, cˆ∗
(
F¯ ∗Y
¯
,T(.), F¯
∗
X
¯
,T(.)
)
, cˆ∗
(
F¯ ∗Y,T(.), F¯ ∗Y
¯
,T(.)
)
, and cˆ∗
(
F¯ ∗Y
¯
,T(.)
)[
F¯ ∗Y,T(y
∗
t ), F¯
∗
Y
¯
,T(y
¯
∗
t−1), and F¯
∗
X
¯
,T(x¯
∗
t−1))
]
are nonparametric estimators of copula densities [cumulative distribu-
tions] c
(
F¯Y(.), F¯Y
¯
(.), F¯X
¯
(.)
)
, c
(
F¯Y
¯
(.), F¯X
¯
(.)
)
, c
(
F¯Y(.), F¯Y
¯
(.)
)
, and c
(
F¯Y
¯
(.)
) [
F¯Y(yt), F¯Y
¯
(y
¯t−1
), and F¯X
¯
(x
¯t−1
)
]
,
respectively, computed using the bootstrap sample;
(4) we repeat the steps (1)-(3) B times so that we obtain Cˆc∗j (X → Y ), for j = 1, ..., B;
(5) we approximate the bias term Bias =E[Cˆc(X → Y ) − Cc(X → Y )] by the corresponding bootstrap bias
Bias∗ =E∗[Cˆc∗(X → Y ) − Cˆc(X → Y )], where E∗ is the expectation based on the bootstrap distribution of
Cˆc∗(X → Y ), and Cˆc(X → Y ) is the estimate of Cc(X → Y ) using the original sample. This suggests the bias
estimate
B̂ias
∗
=
1
B
B∑
j=1
Cˆc∗j (X → Y )− Cˆc(X → Y ).
Hence, a bootstrap bias-corrected estimator of measure of Granger causality from X to Y is given by
Cˆc∗BC(X → Y ) = Cˆc(X → Y )− B̂ias
∗
. (20)
In practice and especially when the true value of causality measure is zero or close to zero, it is possible that
for some bootstrap samples the quantity Cˆc∗BC(X → Y ) becomes negative. In this case we follow Dufour and
Taamouti (2010) and suggest to impose the following non-negativity truncation:
Cˆc∗BC(X → Y ) = max
{
Cˆc∗BC(X → Y ), 0
}
. (21)
Finally, we can, in a similar way, define the bootstrap bias-corrected estimators for measures of Granger causality
from Y to X and of the instantaneous Granger causality between X and Y .
7.1.2 Simulation study
We run a Monte Carlo experiment to investigate possible bias and bias-correction in the nonparametric estimation
of Granger causality measures. We consider two groups of data generating processes (DGPs) that represent linear
and nonlinear regression models with different forms of heteroskedasticity. Table 1 presents the DGPs used in
our simulation study and Table 2 summarizes the directions of causality and non-causality in these DGPs. The
first three DGPs of Y and DGP1 to DGP8 of X are used to evaluate the bias in the nonparametric estimation of
Granger causality measures. In these DGPs the true values of Granger causality measures are known and equal
to zero. For example, in the first three DGPs we have that Y and X are by construction independent: Y does
not cause X and X does not cause Y . In DGP1 to DGP8 of X, by construction, we have Y does not cause X.
Thus, we expect that Granger causality measures for these DGPs will be equal to zero. However, in DGP4 to
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DGP Yt Xt
DGP1 ε1t white noise ε2t white noise
DGP2 Yt = 0.5Yt−1 + ε1t Xt = 0.5Xt−1 + ε2t
DGP3 Yt = (0.01 + 0.5Y
2
t−1)
0.5ε1t Xt = 0.5Xt−1 + ε2t
DGP4 Yt = 0.5Yt−1 + 0.5Xt−1 + ε1t Xt = 0.5Xt−1 + ε2t
DGP5 Yt = 0.5Yt−1 + 0.5X2t−1 + ε1t Xt = 0.5Xt−1 + ε2t
DGP6 Yt = 0.5Yt−1Xt−1 + ε1t Xt = 0.5Xt−1 + ε2t
DGP7 Yt = 0.5Yt−1 + 0.5Xt−1ε1t Xt = 0.5Xt−1 + ε2t
DGP8 Yt =
√
h1,tε1t Xt = 0.5Xt−1 + ε2t
h1,t = 0.01 + 0.5Y
2
t−1 + 0.25X
2
t−1
DGP9
⎛
⎝ Yt
Xt
⎞
⎠ =
⎛
⎝ 0.2
0.3
⎞
⎠+
⎡
⎣ 0.1 0.8
0.7 0.15
⎤
⎦
⎛
⎝ Yt−1
Xt−1
⎞
⎠
+
⎛
⎝ ε1t
ε2t
⎞
⎠
⎛
⎝ εYt
εXt
⎞
⎠ ∼ N
⎡
⎣
⎛
⎝ 0
0
⎞
⎠ ,
⎛
⎝ 1 0.2
0.2 1
⎞
⎠
⎤
⎦
Table 1: This table summarizes the data generating processes that we consider in the simulation study to investigate the
bias in the nonparametric estimation of Granger causality measures and to examine the finite sample properties (size and
power) of nonparametric test for these causality measures. We simulate (Yt,Xt), for t = 1, . . . , T under assumption that
(ε1t, ε2t)
′ ∼ N(0, I2) and are i.i.d.
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DGP9 of Y , the causality from X to Y exists. Finally, the Granger causality from Y to X also exists in GDP9 of
X. Hence, in the latter DGPs the Granger causality measures from Y to X and from X to Y will not be equal
to zero.
DGP Directions of Causality
DGP1 X  Y, Y  X
DGP2 X  Y, Y  X
DGP3 X  Y, Y  X
DGP4 X → Y, Y  X
DGP5 X → Y, Y  X
DGP6 X → Y, Y  X
DGP7 X → Y, Y  X
DGP8 X → Y, Y  X
DGP9 X → Y, Y → X
Table 2: This table summarizes the directions of causality and non-causality in the DGPs of Table 1. The symbols “→”
and “” refer to Granger causality and Granger noncausality, respectively.
Obviously, the nonparametric estimators of Granger causality measures depend on the bandwidth parameter
k, which is needed to estimate the copula densities. Here we take k equal to the integer part of T 1/2. In section
7.2, we consider various values of k to evaluate the sensitivity of the properties (size and power) of the tests of
causality measures. To keep the computing time in our simulation study reasonable, we consider two sample
sizes T = 200, 300. We perform 250 bootstrap replications and 500 simulations to compute the bias terms and
the average values of the bootstrap bias-corrected Granger causality measures. Finally, in our simulations the
data are rescaled such that the variables have zero mean and variance equal to one.
The simulation results are presented in Tables 3 and 4. From these, we see that the nonparametric estimators
of Granger causality measures are biased, which is possibly due to the finite sample bias in the nonparametric
estimators of Bernstein copula density. Interestingly, the results show that there is a big improvement when we
use the bootstrap bias-corrected estimators.
7.2 Tests for Granger causality measure: Empirical size and power
We study the finite sample performance of the test nonparametric proposed in Theorem 1. We examine its size
and power properties using the data generating processes (DGPs) introduced in section 7.1.2 [see Tables 1 and
Table 2]. The first three DGPs of Y and DGP1 to DGP8 of X are used to investigate the size property, since
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DGP1 DGP2 DGP3 DGP4 DGP5 DGP6 DGP7 DGP8 DGP9
X → Y No No No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Cˆc(X → Y ) 0.0633 0.0539 0.0628 0.1452 0.2337 0.1649 0.1548 0.1206 0.2986
Cˆc∗BC(X → Y ) 0.0016 0.0000 0.0002 0.0957 0.1818 0.1024 0.0984 0.0580 0.2528
Y → X No No No No No No No No Yes
Cˆc(Y → X) 0.0612 0.0527 0.0539 0.0514 0.0532 0.0530 0.0548 0.0539 0.2705
Cˆc∗BC(Y → X) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0002 0.0000 0.2253
Table 3: This table summarizes the results of bootstrap bias-corrected estimation of Granger causality measures. The
sample size is equal to 200, the number of simulations is equal to 500, and the number of bootstrap replications is equal to
250. The term ”No” indicates that there is non-causality in the DGP under consideration, whereas the term ”Yes” means
that there is causality in that GDP.
DGP1 DGP2 DGP3 DGP4 DGP5 DGP6 DGP7 DGP8 DGP9
X → Y No No No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Cˆc(X → Y ) 0.0542 0.0467 0.0546 0.1415 0.2513 0.1638 0.1637 0.1174 0.3160
Cˆc∗BC(X → Y ) 0.0009 0.0000 0.0003 0.0993 0.2069 0.1094 0.1150 0.0637 0.2769
Y → X No No No No No No No No Yes
Cˆc(Y → X) 0.0544 0.0455 0.0461 0.0448 0.0453 0.0462 0.0470 0.0466 0.2830
Cˆc∗BC(Y → X) 0.0012 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.2447
Table 4: This table summarizes the results of bootstrap bias-corrected estimates of Granger causality measures. The
sample size is equal to 300, the number of simulations is equal to 500, and the number of bootstrap replications is equal to
250. The term ”No” indicates that there is non-causality in the DGP under consideration, whereas the term ”Yes” means
that there is causality in that GDP.
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in these DGPs the null hypotheses that the Granger causality measures from X to Y and from Y to X equal to
zero are satisfied. However, in DGP4 to DGP9 of Y and GDP9 of X the null hypotheses are not satisfied, and
therefore serve to illustrate the power of the test.
Recall that Theorem 1 is valid only asymptotically. For finite samples and in order to improve the size and
power of the proposed nonparametric test, the bootstrap technique is used to compute the test-statistics and p-
values. As we mentioned in section 7.1.2, a simple bootstrap, i.e. resampling from the empirical distribution, will
not conserve the conditional dependence structure in the data, and hence sampling under the null hypothesis is
not guaranteed. To prevent this from occurring, we use the local smoothed bootstrap of Paparoditis and Politis
(2000). The method is easy to implement in the following five steps: (1) we draw the sample of Y
¯
∗
t−1 from
the nonparametric kernel estimator (L) of the density of Y
¯
t−1; (2) conditional on Y
¯
∗
t−1, we draw Y ∗t and X¯
∗
t−1
independently from their nonparametric kernel conditional density estimators; (3) using the bootstrap sample,
we compute the bootstrap test-statistic TBE∗ in the same way as TBE; (4) we repeat the steps (1)-(3) B times
so that we obtain TBE∗j , for j = 1, ..., B; (5) the bootstrap p-value is computed as p
∗ = B−1
∑B
j=1 1{TBE∗j>TBE}.
For given significance level α, we reject the null hypothesis if p∗ < α.
TBE test-statistic depends on the bandwidth parameter k, which is used to estimate the copula densities. In
our simulation study we take k equal to the integer part of cT 1/2, for c = 1, 1.5, 2. To keep the computing time
in the simulations reasonable, we consider two sample sizes T = 200, 300 and use B = 250 bootstrap replications
with resampling bandwidths chosen by the standard rule of thumb. Finally, we use 500 simulations to compute
the empirical size and power of the test.
The size and power properties for the sample sizes 200 and 300 are given in Tables 5 and 6, respectively. For
5% and 10% significance levels and for both T = 200 and T = 300, we see that the TBE∗ test controls quite
well its size and has good power. For the DGP1 the test tends to be slightly oversized and is conservative for
the DGP3, DGP5 and DGP6. In most cases, the power is quite good and close to 100%.
8 Empirical application: Stock market return and exchange rates
Given its crucial role in the economy, the causal relationship between stock prices and exchange rates is of great
importance for academics, policymakers and professionals. In the literature, there is no academic consensus
about this relationship and the results are somewhat mixed as to whether stock indexes lead exchange rates
or vise versa. Most of the conclusions were obtained using linear mean regression-based tests. Although such
tests have high power in uncovering linear causal relations, their power against nonlinear causal relations can
be very low [see Hiemstra and Jones (1994), Bouezmarni, Rombouts, and Taamouti (2011) and Bouezmarni,
Roy, and Taamouti (2010) among many others]. For that reason, traditional Granger causality tests might
overlook a significant nonlinear relation between stock prices and exchange rates. In this section, we apply our
nonparametric causality measures to quantify the causal relationship between those two variables in a broader
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Table 5: Size and Power properties for sample size T = 200.
DGP1 DGP2 DGP3 DGP4 DGP5 DGP6 DGP7 DGP8 DGP9
T = 200, α = 5%
Y → X Size Size Size Size Size Size Size Size Power
c = 1 5.20 6.40 5.60 5.20 5.60 4.00 4.40 4.40 100
c = 1.5 6.00 6.00 4.00 4.80 3.20 3.60 4.00 3.20 100
c = 2 6.88 4.80 2.40 3.60 4.40 4.00 4.00 4.00 100
X → Y Size Size Size Power Power Power Power Power Power
c = 1 6.66 4.80 5.20 100 100 100 100 99.2 100
c = 1.5 6.40 4.80 5.60 100 100 98.8 100 99.2 100
c = 2 6.95 5.20 5.60 99.2 100 98.0 100 99.6 100
T = 200, α = 10%
Y → X Size Size Size Size Size Size Size Size Power
c = 1 8.00 10.00 10.80 8.80 8.40 5.60 10.00 10.40 100
c = 1.5 11.20 8.40 8.40 6.00 8.40 6.00 6.80 8.80 100
c = 2 13.20 8.00 7.60 6.40 7.60 6.40 9.20 10.00 100
X → Y Size Size Size Power Power Power Power Power Power
c = 1 10.80 10.80 9.60 100 100 100 100 99.6 100
c = 1.5 12.00 9.60 10.00 100 100 100 100 100 100
c = 2 13.40 8.80 9.60 100 100 99.2 100 99.6 100
Empirical size and power at the α level based on 500 replications. The sample size is
T=200 and the number of bootstrap resamples is B=250. The bandwidth k is the integer
part of cT 1/2.
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Table 6: Size and Power properties for sample size T = 300.
DGP1 DGP2 DGP3 DGP4 DGP5 DGP6 DGP7 DGP8 DGP9
T = 300, α = 5%
Y → X Size Size Size Size Size Size Size Size Power
c = 1 6.80 3.60 2.40 5.20 4.40 4.40 3.60 5.600 100
c = 1.5 7.20 3.60 2.40 6.00 2.00 2.40 3.20 5.600 100
c = 2 5.80 3.80 2.60 5.60 3.40 2.60 4.40 4.50 100
X → Y Size Size Size Power Power Power Power Power Power
c = 1 6.40 6.20 6.00 100 100 100 100 100 100
c = 1.5 7.60 3.60 6.80 100 100 100 100 100 100
c = 2 5.10 4.50 5.80 100 100 100 100 100 100
T = 300, α = 10%
Y → X Size Size Size Size Size Size Size Size Power
c = 1 12.40 5.20 6.00 9.20 7.20 8.40 6.80 10.40 100
c = 1.5 11.60 6.80 6.40 9.60 5.20 5.60 9.20 10.40 100
c = 2 10.90 7.40 6.90 10.20 6.30 7.50 10.10 9.80 100
X → Y Size Size Size Power Power Power Power Power Power
c = 1 10.80 10.40 11.60 100 100 100 100 100 100
c = 1.5 11.60 8.80 11.20 100 100 100 100 100 100
c = 2 10.50 10.20 11.20 100 100 100 100 100 100
Empirical size and power at the α level based on 500 replications. The sample size is
T=300 and the number of bootstrap resamples is B=250. The bandwidth k is the integer
part of cT 1/2.
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framework that allows us to leave free the specification of the underlying model. Thus, we compare the strength
of the impact of stock market returns on growth rates of exchange rates with the strength of the impact of the
latter variable on the former variable.
The relationship between exchange rates and stock prices have been the focus of most economic literature for
quite some time. It has been recognized that exchange rate can Granger cause stock prices. To examine those
causal links, early studies were using the simple correlation between the two variables. Aggarwal (1981) found
that there is a positive and significant correlation between the US dollar and US stock prices, whereas Soenen
and Henniga (1981) found a negative and significant correlation between the two variables. Further, Soenen
and Aggarwal (1989) also found mixed results among industrial countries. Many other more recent studies have
used more sophisticated econometric techniques to study stock prices-exchange rates relationships. Bahmani-
Oskooee and Sohrabian (1992) using cointegration models along with Granger causality tests, found that there
is bidirectional causality between stock prices measured by S&P 500 index and the effective exchange rate of the
dollar, at least in the short-run. Since Bahmani-Oskooee and Sohrabian (1992) several papers have examined
different directions of causality between stock prices and exchange rates using these econometric technique and
data from both industrial and developing countries. The direction of causality, similar to earlier correlation
studies, appears mixed. Mok (1993) using ARIMA approach and Granger causality tests, found that the Hong
Kong market efficiently incorporated much of exchange rate information in its price changes both at daily market
close and open. Abdalla and Murinde (1997) found out that the results for India, Korea and Pakistan suggest
that exchange rates Granger cause stock prices, which is consistent with earlier study by Aggarwal (1981). But,
for the Philippines, they found that the stock prices lead the exchange rates. Granger, Huang, and Yang (2000)
using unit root and cointegration models found that data from South Korea are in agreement with the traditional
approach. That is, exchange rates lead stock prices. On the other hand, using data of the Philippines and found
that stock prices lead exchange rates with negative correlation. Further, they found that the data from Hong
Kong, Malaysia, Singapore, Thailand, and Taiwan indicate strong feedback relations, whereas that of Indonesia
and Japan fail to reveal any recognizable pattern. Finally, Nieh and Lee (2001), first found that there is no long-
run significant relationship between stock prices and exchange rates in the G-7 countries. This result interfaces
with Bahmani-Oskooee and Sohrabian (1992)’s finding, but contrasts with the studies that suggest there is a
significant relationship between these two financial variables. Second, they found that the short-run significant
relationship has only been found for one day in certain G-7 countries.
8.1 Data description
Here we use data on S&P 500 Index and US/Canada, US/UK and US/Japen exchange rates. The data sets
consist of monthly observations on S&P 500 Index and exchange rates and come from St. Louis Fed and Yahoo
Finance, respectively. The sample runs from January 1990 to January 2011 for a total of 253 observations, see
Figure 1 for the series in growth rates.
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Figure 1: S&P 500 stock returns and growth rates of us/canada, us/uk, and us/japan exchange rates. The sample runs
from January 1990 to January 2011 for a total of 253 observations.
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We perform Augmented Dickey-Fuller tests (hereafter ADF-tests) for nonstationarity of the logarithmic price
and exchange rates and their first differences. Using ADF -tests with only an intercept and with both a trend
and an intercept, the results show that all variables in logarithmic form are nonstationary. However, their first
differences are stationary. The test statistics with both a trend and an intercept for the first differences of
log price and log US/Canada, US/UK and US/Japen exchange rates are −14.666, −12.164, −11.390, −11.666,
respectively, and the corresponding 5% critical value is −3.427. Using ADF -tests with only intercept leads to
the same conclusions. Thus, based on the above stationarity tests we model the first difference of logarithmic
price and exchange rates rather than their level. Consequently, the causality relations have to be interpreted in
terms of the growth rates.
8.2 Causality measures
Here we apply the previous proposed nonparametric estimator and nonparametric test of copula-based causality
measure to evaluate the strength of Granger causality from stock market return, say R, to us/i exchange rate,
say EXi for i =Canada, UK, Japan, and the strength of Granger causality from us/i exchange rate to stock
market return. The estimation and inference results are reported in Tables 7 and 8. The zero-values (0.0000)
of the causality measure estimates in the two tables are due to the non-negativity truncation given in 21. To
compute the t-statistic we do not apply the truncation, but we use the bootstrap bias corrected estimator defined
in 20.
Table 7 shows that the estimates of measures of Granger causality from us/canada and us/uk exchange rates
to stock market returns are very close to zero. Consequently, the effects of us/canada and us/uk exchange rates
on stock market returns are economically very weak. These effects are statistically insignificant at 5% significance
level. Table 7 also shows that the impact of us/japan exchange rate on stock market returns is economically
strong, and it is statistically significant at 5% significance level. Now from Table 8 we see that the impacts of
stock market returns on us/uk and us/japan exchange rates are economically weak and statistically insignificant
at 5% significance level. Further, we see that the effect of stock market returns on us/canada exchange rate is
economically strong and statistically significant at 5% significance level. Finally, the comparison of the previous
two tables shows that the impact of stock market market returns on exchange rates is much stronger than the
impact of exchange rate on stock market returns.
9 Conclusion
We proposed a nonparametric estimator and a nonparametric test for Granger causality measures that quan-
tify linear and nonlinear causality in distribution between random variables. We first showed that the Granger
causality measures can be rewritten in terms of copula densities. Thereafter, we proposed consistent nonpara-
metric estimators for these Granger causality measures based on consistent nonparametric estimators of copula
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Table 7: Measures of Causality from Exchange Rates to Stock Returns
Bias corrected estimate T-test
Cc(EXCanada → R)
c = 1 0.0019 0.2006
c = 1.5 0.0000 -0.0832
c = 2 0.0000 -0.5919
Cc(EXUK → R)
c = 1 0.0000 -0.9407
c = 1.5 0.0000 -0.9313
c = 2 0.0000 -0.5820
Cc(EXJapan → R)
c = 1 0.0293 3.0216
c = 1.5 0.0345 2.7683
c = 2 0.0347 2.2594
Note: This table reports the results of the bootstrap bias-corrected estimation and T-test of measures of Granger causality
from exchange rates to stock market returns .The zero-values (0.0000) of the causality measure estimates are due to the
non-negativity truncation given in 21. To compute the t-statistic we do not apply the truncation, but we use the bootstrap
bias corrected estimator defined in 20.
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Table 8: Measures of Causality from Stock Returns to Exchange Rates
Bias corrected estimate T-test
Cc(R → EXCanada)
c = 1 0.0357 3.6097
c = 1.5 0.0330 2.6113
c = 2 0.0284 1.9763
Cc(R → EXUK)
c = 1 0.0105 1.0497
c = 1.5 0.0095 0.7370
c = 2 0.0097 0.6314
Cc(R → EXJapan)
c = 1 0.0083 0.85171
c = 1.5 0.0071 0.57494
c = 2 0.0082 0.54371
Note: This table reports the results of the bootstrap bias-corrected estimation and T-test of measures of Granger causality
from stock market returns to exchange rates. The zero-values (0.0000) of the causality measure estimates are due to the
non-negativity truncation given in 21. To compute the t-statistic we do not apply the truncation, but we use the bootstrap
bias corrected estimator defined in 20.
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densities. We proved that the nonparametric estimators of the measures are asymptotically normally distributed
and we discussed the validity of a local smoothed bootstrap that can be used in finite sample settings to compute
bootstrap bias-corrected estimators and build tests for Granger causality measures. A simulation study revealed
that the bootstrap bias-corrected estimator of causality measures behaves well and that the test has quite good
finite sample size and power properties for a variety of typical data generating processes and different sam-
ple sizes. Finally, we illustrated the practical relevance of nonparametric causality measures by quantifying the
Granger causality between S&P500 Index returns and many exchange rates: US/Canada, US/UK and US/Japen
exchange rates.
10 Appendix: Proofs
This Appendix provides the proofs of the theoretical results developed in sections 5-6. Except for the proof
of Proposition 1, most of the rest of the proofs here are inspired from the paper Bouezmarni, Rombouts, and
Taamouti (2011).
Proof of Proposition 1
First, we denote ξt =
(
F Yt(yt), F Yt−1(yt−1), FXt−1(xt−1)
)
and ξt,T =
(
F Yt,T (yt), F Yt−1,T (yt−1), FXt−1,T (xt−1)
)
.
Using Taylor expansion and the fact that |ξt,T − ξt| = OP (T−1/2) uniformly, we obtain
log(cˆ(ξt,T )) = log(cˆ(ξt)) +OP (T
−1/2). (22)
Second, using Taylor expansion and the fact that |cˆ(ξt) − c(ξt)| = OP (k−1 + T−1/2k3/4 ln(T )) uniformly [see
Bouezmarni, Rombouts, and Taamouti (2010)], we have
log(cˆ(ξt)) = log(cˆ(ξt)) +OP (k
−1 + T−1/2k3/4 ln(T )). (23)
Thus, from (22) and (23), we obtain
Cˆc(X → Y ) = 1
T
T∑
t=1
{
log
(
c
(
F Yt(Yt), F Yt−1(Yt−1), FXt−1(Xt−1)
)
c
(
F Yt−1(Yt−1), FXt−1(Xt−1)
)
c
(
F Yt(Yt), FXt−1(Xt−1)
))}+OP (η(k, T )),
where η(k, T ) = T−1/2+ k−1+T−1/2k3/4 ln(T ). Hence, the results of Proposition 1 can be deduced from the law
of large numbers.
Proof of Theorem 1:
Without loss of generality and since
cˆ(F¯Y,T (y), F¯Y
¯
,T (y
¯
), F¯X
¯
,T (x
¯
)) = cˆ(F¯Y (y), F¯Y
¯
(y
¯
), F¯X
¯
(x
¯
)) +OP (T
−1),
where the convergence OP (T
−1) is uniform in (0, 1)d and F¯ζ(.) (F¯ζ,T (.)) is the distribution function of ζ (resp.
the empirical distribution function of ζ ) with ζ is either Y , Y
¯
or X
¯
. In what follows, we will work with
H(cˆ, Cˆ) =
1
T
T∑
t=1
log
{
cˆ(Gt)
cˆ(Ut)cˆ(Vt)
}
,
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where
Gt = (F¯Y (Yt), F¯Y
¯ t
(Y
¯ t−1
), F¯X
¯
(X
¯ t−1
)), Ut = (F¯Y (Yt), F¯Y
¯
(Y
¯ t−1
)), and Vt = (F¯Y
¯
(Y
¯ t−1
), F¯X
¯
(X
¯ t−1
)).
First, we show the asymptotic normality of H(cˆ, C) ≡ ∫ log{ cˆ(u,v,w)cˆ(u,v)cˆ(u,w)} dC(u, v, w). Second, we state that
(H(cˆ, Cˆ)−H(cˆ, C)) is negligible. We start with the following lemma
Let us consider We start with Taylor expansion, we obtain
H(cˆ, C) ≈
∫ (
cˆ(u, v, w)
cˆ(u, v)cˆ(u,w)
− 1
)
dC(u, v, w) − 1
2
∫ (
cˆ(u, v, w)
cˆ(u, v)cˆ(u,w)
− 1
)2
dC(u, v, w)
+
1
6
∫ (
cˆ(u, v, w)
cˆ(u, v)cˆ(u,w)
− 1
)3
dC(u, v, w)
= I1 + I2 + I3. (24)
We denote by
φ(α) =
φ3(α)
φ1(α)φ2(α)
− 1
with
φ1(α) = c(u, v) + αc
∗(u, v), φ2(α) = c(u,w) + αc
∗(u,w), andφ3(α) = c(u, v, w) + αc
∗(u, v, w)
where c∗(u, v, w), c∗(u, v) and c∗(u,w) are functions in Γi for i = 1, 2 and 3 respectively and Γi is a set defined
as
Γi =
{
γ : [0, 1]qi → R, γ is bounded,
∫
γ = 0
}
Using Taylor’s expansion, we have
φ(α) = φ(0) + αφ′(0) +
1
2
α2φ′′(α∗), for α∗ ∈ [0, α].
We can show that:
φ′(α) =
c∗(u, v, w)φ1(α)φ2(α)− c∗(u, v)φ2(α)φ3(α)− c∗(u,w)φ1(α)φ3(α)
φ21(α)φ
2
2(α)
,
and
φ′′(α) = O(||c∗(u, v)c∗(u, v, w)||∞ + ||c∗(u,w)c∗(u, v, w)||∞).
Next, we consider α = 1, c∗(u, v, w) = cˆ(u, v, w)− c(u, v, w), c∗(u, v) = cˆ(u, v)− c(u, v), and c∗(u,w) = cˆ(u,w)−
c(u,w). Using the results of Bouezmarni, Rombouts, and Taamouti (2010), we get
φ′′(α) = Op (ζ(k, T ))
with ζ(k, T ) = T−1k5/4 ln2(T ). Under H0, we have φ(0) = 0 and
φ′(0) =
cˆ∗(u, v, w)
c(u, v, w)
− cˆ(u, v)
c(u, v)
− cˆ(u,w)
c(u,w)
+ 1.
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Hence, we have
I1 =
∫ (
cˆ(u, v, w)
cˆ(u, v)cˆ(u,w)
− 1
)
dC(u, v, w)
=
∫ (
cˆ(u, v, w)
c(u, v, w)
− cˆ(u, v)
c(u, v)
− cˆ(u,w)
c(u,w)
+ 1
)
dC(u, v, w) +Op (ζ(k, T ))
= 2−
∫
cˆ(u, v)
c(u, v)
c(u, v, w)dudvdw −
∫
cˆ(u,w)
c(u,w)
c(u, v, w)dudvdw +Op (ζ(k, T ))
= 2−
∫
cˆ(u, v)
c(u, v)
c(u, v)dudv −
∫
cˆ(u,w)
c(u,w)
c(u,w)dudw +Op (ζ(k, T ))
= Op (ζ(k, T )) .
Therefore,
I1 = op(Tk
−3/2).
Also, we can show that
I3 = op(Tk
−3/2).
Hence, the asymptotic distribution of H(cˆ, C) is given by that of I2. From Bouezmarni, Rombouts, and Taamouti
(2011),
T k−3/2
σ
(
2I2 − C1T−1k3/2 −B1T−1k −B2T−1kB3T−1k1/2
)
→ N (0, 1), (25)
where, C1 = −2−3π3/2, and σ =
√
2 (π/4)3/2, B1 = B2 =
π
4 and B3 = 1− π1/2k1/2.
Proof of Proposition 2: The proof of Proposition 2 can be deduced from the proof of Theorem 1 by observing
that the term
φ(0) =
c(u, v, w)
c(u, v)c(u,w)
− 1 ≈ log
(
c(u, v, w)
c(u, v)c(u,w)
)
and by the assumption log
(
c(u,v,w)
c(u,v)c(u,w)
)
> 0, we obtain that the test statistics, TBE, converges to infinity.
Proof of Theorem 2
The proof of the asymptotic normality for the high dimensional random variables is similar to the one in Theorem
1, where ζ(k, T ) = T−1k(2d1+2d2+d3)/4 ln2(T ) + T−1k(2d1+d2+2d3)/4 ln2(T ) and equation (25) is given by
T k−l/2
σ
(
2I2 − C1T−1kl/2 −B1T−1k(l1+l2)/2 −B2T−1k(l1+l3)/2 −B3T−1kl1/2
)
d→ N (0, 1), (26)
with l1 = pd2, l2 = d2, l3 = pd1 and l = l1 + l2 + l3. Here, we only focus on the calculation of the bias terms.
Observe that , C1 = −2−lπl/2, and σ =
√
2 (π/4)l/2 in (26). For the bias terms B1 and B2, we obtain, by denoting
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u = (u1, ..., ul1),v = (v1, ..., vl2),w = (w1, ..., wl3)
B1 = 2
−(l1+l2−1)π(l1+l2)/2 +
∫ ∏l1
j=1
∏l2
i=1 (4π uj(1− uj)vi(1− vi))−1/2
c(u,v)
c(u,v,w) dudvdw + o(k(l1+l2)/2),
= 2−(l1+l2−1)π(l1+l2)/2 +
∫ ∏l1
j=1
∏l2
i=1 (4π uj(1− uj)vi(1− vi))−1/2
c(u,v)
c(u,v) du dv + o(k(l1+l2)/2),
= 2−(l1+l2−1)π(l1+l2)/2 +
∫ l1∏
j=1
l2∏
i=1
(4π uj(1− uj)vi(1− vi))−1/2 du dv + o(k(l1+l2)/2),
= 2−(l1+l2)π(l1+l2)/2.
and
B2 = 2
−(l1+l3)π(l1+l3)/2.
For the last term B3 and from the proof of Lemma 5 in Bouezmarni, Rombouts, and Taamouti (2011) we have
B3 = −(D4 +D7 +D8 +D9 +D10), with
D4 = k
l1/2
∫ ∏l1
j=1 (4π uj(1− uj))−1/2
c(u)
c(u,v,w) dudvdw + o(kl1/2)
= kl1/2
∫ l1∏
j=1
(4π uj(1− uj))−1/2 du+ o(kl1/2)
= 2−l1πl1/2kl1/2,
D7 = D8 = 22
−l1πl1/2kl1/2,
D9 = −2kl1/2
∫
c(v)c(s)
c(u,v)
(4π)−l1/2
l1∏
j=1
(uj(1− uj))−1/2dwdvdu + o(kl1/2)
= −2kl1/2
∫
(4π)−l1/2
l1∏
j=1
(uj(1− uj))−1/2du+ o(kl1/2)
= −2 2−l1πl1/2kl1/2,
and
D10 = −2kl1/2
∫
c(w)c(s)
c(u,w)
(4π)−l1/2
l1∏
j=1
(uj(1− uj))−1/2dvdwdu + o(kl1/2)
= −2 2−l1πl1/2kl1/2,
Therefore, B3 = −(2− 2−l1+1)πl1/2kl1/2. This concludes the proof of the theorem.
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